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Welcome everyone to Issue no: 5 of the Kenton & District
U3A Newsletter. I am pleased to report that our U3A group
has continued to expand its activities with the recent start
of three new groups in Art, Creative Writing and Board Games, and hopefully, we will be
starting two further groups in the New Year 2016, in English Literature and History. More
details of these to be found in this Newsletter.
We would also very much like to increase our Membership, so please pass the word
round and encourage your friends and family to join our very friendly and welcoming
U3A group.
A very big ‘Thank You’ to our hard working Committee under the Chairmanship of
Howard Goldstein, to all the Facilitators who are currently running our activity groups and
to everyone who has contributed to this issue of the Kenton & District U3A Newsletter.
Special thanks to our hardworking Desktop publisher, Aimé Levy, for bringing this issue
to life. I hope you enjoy reading the various articles. This is your Newsletter, so please
continue to put pen to paper and send in your views, comments and contributions.
Marlene Knepler - Editor
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Where have the last 6 months gone? It is common belief that time seems to pass more
quickly as we get older (there is in fact a mathematical explanation as to why this
appears to be so) but the period since the AGM seems to have gone by in a blur. We
have had a sequence of excellent speakers at our monthly meetings, two more issues of
a very professionally produced and informative Newsletter, a number of successful and
enjoyable outings, the establishment of three new groups (Art, Creative writing and Board
Games) and the prospect of two further modules (History and an introduction to English
Literature)in the near future. In addition most of the groups which started when we first
got under way are still functioning. However to misquote Mr Churchill too much is being
done for too many by too few. We still need more of you to get involved e.g. with ideas,
organising and presenting interest group sessions. This is what U3A is all about so don’t be
satisfied with being entertained, get pro active.
Howard Goldstein
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Since the last Newsletter, In July we had a talk from a retired music publisher, Gerald
Kingsley. He talked about the problems and difficulties involved with publishing music –
problems the ordinary person on the street, would simply not realise existed. Again, this
was another well delivered talk which attracted a lot of interest.
August saw problems, We were obliged to hold our monthly meeting in the afternoon, for
the first time. Unfortunately, by the time it was due to start at 2.00pm, Kenton had made
national news after it was hit by flash flooding, causing extensive damage to properties
in Wealdstone, Kenton and Preston Road. Our speaker, John Pearson, did manage
(somehow) to make our venue on time, and deliver his splendid speech on the subject of
cheese, but the attendance was much lower than we would have liked or normally expected,
due to the awful weather. I think that he will be invited again for a repeat performance,
hopefully under much better circumstances.
September, and this saw a fellow U3A member, Michael Black, from Ealing giving us a
talk on “Imperialism for Botanists”. This talk looked at the British Empire, and the plants
that had been “discovered” as Britain built up its “empire”, and how those plants had been
brought back to the UK in the hope that they would thrive here. Again this was very
interesting, even for non-plant lovers.
Finally – October and we have recently enjoyed perhaps our biggest audience ever, with a
talk from retired Detective Chief Superintendent David Niccol, talking about his 46 years
service in the Police, starting as a constable and rising up through the ranks. He talked at
length, about the Jill Dando murder, and offered his viewpoint on how crime investigations
are handled generally, and specifically in this case.
For the future, we will be having a talk in November from Jill Goldman, a singer/
songwriter, who is also a Kenton U3A member. December sees us taking a rest as our venue
the Century Bowls Club, will be closed between Christmas and the New Year. January and
Rabbi Frank Dabba-Smith will be talking about the Holocaust. In February Geoffrey BenNathan will be talking about Anthropology and how it influences our everyday lives. This
will be closely associated with book entitled “The Company Savage”.
Again, I repeat what I said at the end of the previous newsletter – if anybody knows of a
good speaker, please let us know, as we are always on the lookout for suitable speakers for
our monthly meetings. Thank you.
John Bishop

Gerald Kingsley
July 2015 Speaker

John Pearson
August 2015 Speaker

Michael Black
September 2015 Speaker

David Niccol
October 2015 Speaker
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Every Monday morning at 10 am a group of around twenty-five members meets at the
Century Bowling Club to start the week with some brain exercise and lively debate.
The news media have been scoured over the preceding few days by one of four facilitators, who then present a variety of topics to the group. All facilitators start the session in
a different way – some favour jokes or anecdotes. Some pick obscure titbits of news that
are likely to have been generally missed.
Frequently the group members have strong but differing views and a forthright debate
ensues. At other times what are expected by the facilitator to be hot topics raise little
interest, and another subject is swiftly put forward. Everyone’s views, however controversial, are respected, although they can be challenged vigorously. Some members will wish
to speak on each topic, others prefer to play a listening role.
The group breaks for coffee, biscuits and chat at 11am, then the session reconvenes until
midday.
New participants are very welcome – enriching the group with different points of view
leads to a more interesting discussion for all.
Marian Rummer

T•• P•rg•l• •n! H"#$ G•r%•&
What a secret ! - Diana reveals all.
Ten U3A members joined Diana O’Reardon at Preston Road Station, on Monday 10th
August, our destination The Pergola and Hill Garden, Hampstead Heath. Never heard of
it nor had most of us. Met. Line and bus took us to the start of our stroll at the Whitestone
Pond (also known as the Leg of Mutton Pond) Hampstead Heath. Then down the hill to
our target. The magnificent Pergola overlooking the West Heath and giving a view as far as
Harrow on the Hill, the Harrow church was just visible. The pergola, equal in length to the
height of Canary Wharf tower, has lovely gardens with diverse planting. The Pergola was
the realised dream of the rich William H Lever – later Lord Leaverhulme. The structure
and gardens have been restored to their former glory by the City of London. Along with the
tranquil and beautiful adjacent Hill Garden, the Pergola is one of London’s best kept secrets.
Diana’s knowledge of the history of the site was extensive and information on the plants
wide ranging. The walk finished with a walk around the Lily Pond garden in Golders Hill
Park and then refreshments in the café. Thanks Diana for a lovely afternoon.

Pergola Hampstead by Richard Rumsey

Pergola Hill Garden
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“Botany for Imperialists” was the intriguing title of Michael
Black’s September monthly lecture, and the information he gave
us was surprising, and to some extent distressing. We were intrigued to learn that botanists had been very active in the growth
of the British Empire.
First we heard of the plants introduced to us by the Romans, including sweet chestnut, walnuts and the fruits we think of a ‘native’ i.e. apples, plums and pears,
as well as the unwelcome ground elder. Then we heard how, centuries later, the demand for
exotic spices led to the East India Company’s setting up ‘stalls’ to engage in that trade, leading to
subsequent struggles with the Dutch. Christopher Smith brought from Molucca the expensive
nutmeg (one pound’s weight was worth seven fat oxen) and Robert Fortune conveyed tea plants
from China to our territories in India.
Whenever explorations were undertaken, a botanist was included in the party. When James
Cook set foot as the first European on the East coast of Australia in 1790, he was accompanied
by the botanist Joseph Banks, whose find of new species led to Cook’s naming the area ‘Botany
Bay’. Banks was particularly interested in ‘economic plants’ and in encouraging their introduction to British territories which might benefit from them. During his 40-year tenure as President of the royal Society, he sent botanical selections to various British-held areas. He aimed to
provide bread-fruit as a staple diet for the slaves on British plantations. As confidant of George
III he was also active in developing the Botanical Gardens, and his own herbarium ended up in
the British Museum.
We then learnt about the exploitation of the Cinchona tree, from whose bark quinine is extracted. It grows in the countries along the Andes, and was discovered by the Jesuits. James Hooker,
a subsequent director of the Botanical Gardens at Kew, was eager to transfer this tree to British
territories and its cultivation was eventually established in Madras, where its growth enabled the
English population to continue to survive in India.
That seems to this reviewer to be just one example of how British Imperialism succeeded in joyfully depriving a native population of the sole cultivation of a product whose sale provided them
with their main, or sole, means of livelihood. The Industrial Revolution towards the end of the
19th Century, provoked a search for raw materials to feed the new industries. We were given an
outline of the seizure of the production of rubber. The existence of this substance, which again
came from trees in the Andes in South America, was first recorded in 1536. There were several
types, and it was necessary to determine which was superior. The crops were closely guarded so
that the production could not be transferred abroad. That, however, did not prevent its capture
by intrepid British botanists. Seeds were stealthily packed inside a crocodile, and this fraudulent
‘tourist trophy’ was allowed to be exported. British Imperialism had triumphed once more.
After this fascinating condensed survey, we began to realise just how much the generally unacknowledged activities of British botanists have contributed to the development of the British
Empire.
Rochelle Shapiro
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This Study Day on Elgar seemed a perfect opportunity to spend some time in the Worcestershire
area. Chair of the nearby Ledbury U3A, Wendy Hill, also a senior guide at the Elgar Birthplace
Museum and Visitors’ Centre, organised this excellent combined study day.
The theme of the day, Elgar’s interpreters, consisted of two excellent well prepared presentations,
with copious pictorial and musical examples. The first was given by the museum’s long-standing
curator, Chris Bennett, on interpreters up to Elgar’s death in 1934 and the second by Wendy on
interpreters up to the present day. Between the two presentations, there was a break for a light
buffet lunch to suit all tastes and an opportunity to leisurely explore the restored cottage and
visitors centre, as well as mingling with participants from several other U3A branches around
the country. The day started with an excellent short film about Elgar’s life, made by volunteers at
the Centre some 10 years ago and ended with a lively discussion with both presenters.
Sir Edward Elgar was born in the rented cottage in 1857, the 4th of 7 children. His father was
a piano tuner, ran a music shop in Worcester High St. and also acted as organist at the local
Catholic Church, a role which Edward took over from him in his teens. Edward had rudimentary
piano and violin lessons as a child, but otherwise remarkably had no other formal musical
education. In 1889, he married the daughter of an army major, 9 years his senior and they had
one daughter, Carice, who lovingly created the museum after Elgar’s death. Elgar was virtually
unknown as a composer outside of the area, until 1898 when he rose to national fame with his
Enigma variations, first performed under the baton of Hans Richter, then the musical director
of the Halle Orchestra. In the next two years he produced the famous Pomp and Circumstance
No. 1 and the oratorio “Dream of Gerontius” for the local 3 Choirs Festival. For Edward VII’s
coronation in 1902, he revised this Pomp and Circumstance March to include the Land of
Hope and Glory poem, which because of its regular performances by Sir Henry Wood and Sir
Malcolm Sargeant at the Proms, has almost become a 2nd national anthem. After the first world
war he became involved in gramophone recordings of his works both before and after electrical
recordings were developed in the ‘1920s, culminating in the famous recording of his violin
concerto, with the 16 year old Yehudi Menuhin, which is still available to this today.
Following such a fascinating and lovingly presented day, I would thoroughly recommend
members to participate in future U3A study days.

‘Elgar’ and Gerald Knepler

Elgar’s Birthplace
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Sometime last February I booked for one day at the U3A London Summer School,
and it proved to be really worthwhile. The application came alongside the schedule for each
day, with four sessions a day. There were choices to be made for each lecture, and each day
had a theme. I chose an “art and history” day. Day 2 was given over to science and art, Day
3 to literature and history. Tea and coffee were provided before the opening session (and at
each break between sessions as well).
The first lecture I attended was about American Art, covering the period 1728 to
1872. One really interesting fact, completely unknown to me, was that the painter Benjamin
West moved to England and became President of the Royal Academy of Art in London.
Several of the artists being discussed were the founders of the Hudson River School of Painting. As I have had the pleasure of visiting the Hudson River Valley I could easily relate to
these beautiful, rather romantic paintings.
After the coffee break, the second talk I had chosen was called “Three Great Collections”. Each museum mentioned was off the beaten track. They were the Isabella Stewart
Gardner Museum in Boston, the Jacquemart Andre Museum in Paris and the Estorick Collection of Modern Art in London. We learned a great deal on how each of these galleries
was set up to house the collection of the person whose zeal and knowledge both funded and
founded the collections. It was brought to life by a wonderful set of slides.
After the lunch break, I went to a history lecture entitled “A Snapshot of Post Colonial Africa”. Jennifer Taylor volunteered, on retiring, for VSO. She is spending three years
working in an administrative capacity in a rural hospital in Tanzania. Amazingly, it was here
(where budgets are tiny) they developed a simple, yet massive, improvement in the care of
premature babies known as “Kangaroo Care”. Babies are strapped to their mother’s chest,
skin to skin, greatly enhancing their chances of survival. This has been adopted all over the
world where modern premature baby units are simply not available.
The last talk of the day was “Botany for Imperialists: or, Imperialism for Botanists”.
The talk was a history of the links between the commercial exploitation of plants and the
foundation and spread of colonies, especially British, Portuguese, Spanish and Dutch. Naturalists went on long voyages to record new exotic plants and animals, and they played their
part in the acquisition of territory for the budding imperial powers. Michael Black’s talk was
riveting and gave us an insight into how European Imperialism spread through the trading
of spices, plants such as Cinchona (the source of quinine) and rubber. I just wish there could
be a whole series of talks on this subject – it was an outstanding lecture*.
Thus ended the first day. I left the building on a real high and I would encourage
each of you to try this out next year if you have not done so before. I just hope what I have
written has whetted your appetite.
Ruth Bronzite
*I believe you have now had the opportunity to hear Michael Black’s presentation at one
of Kenton U3A’s monthly meetings. I am sorry I missed it, as I would gladly have heard it
again.

••S••M G•••P
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The Museum Group has been very busy over the summer.
On Thursday, 23rd July, 2015 we visited the Queens Gallery, Buckingham Palace
to see the “Painting Paradise” Exhibition. Flowers and gardens were portrayed on
china and on paintings of the last 500 years. We also heard a talk on Meissen china.
On Tuesday, 12th August, 2015 we went to the British Museum to see an exhibition about
the Napoleanic Wars. We also heard a talk on “The International Art World” in the time of
the Napoleonic Wars. It was interesting to see that in the French prints facts are seemingly
irrelevant or take back seats to the emotions expressed. The English prints are reliably
factual, mirroring the great political debates of the time. The French prints are generally
anonymous due to severe censorship, while the English ones are generally signed e.g.
‘by J. Gillray’ or ‘by G. Cruickshank’ and dated.
On Wednesday, 9th September, 2015, we had a very interesting visit to the
Guildhall and the Guildhall Art Gallery.
On Wednesday, 14th October, 2015, we visited the National Portrait Gallery, where we were
shown round by Mr. Tim Moreton, who is a retired Collection Registrar at the NPG. His
vast knowledge and love of paintings showed through his interesting talk. Many of the
paintings discussed played an important part in the recent Simon Shama talks on TV.
Future visits through to June 2016 will include: Somerset House on 17th
November, The Royal Academy on 1st December, The Dulwich Picture Gallery on 13th
January, Tate Britain: Barbara Hepworth on 3rd February, Bentley Priory on 9th March,
The Wallace Collection on 6th April, Science or Natural History Museum on 4th May and
the Royal Academy & Royal Institute on 1st June.
Eva Groszmann
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The SHARING FAMILY MEMORIES group (formerly called Oral Family History) has
continued to meet regularly. It is a small, but lively and interesting group with very varied
experiences from (fairly) long lives!
In July the group talked about the many changes in fashion, clothes, interior design and
furniture from the 1930s to today.
The August meeting discussed the topic of Hobbies and these ranged from knitting, sewing,
reading, woodwork, painting and stamp-collecting. Examples of some beautiful baby
clothes and pictures were shown.
In October we talked about books that we had enjoyed from childhood and later in our lives.
These ranged from Enid Blyton, Orlando the Marmalade Cat, Hans Andersen and The Wind
in the Willows, to more adult fiction which we had found memorable.
Our next top will be about “Friends”.
If you would like to join this friendly group and reminisce with us, please contact:
Jean Hossain
Audrey Arnold – email: arty.audrey13@virgin.net
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The COOKERY GROUP, which now numbers eight, meets on the 1st and
3rd Thursday of the month at my home near Preston Road.
We meet at 10.30 a.m. and I demonstrate two dishes, usually a main course
dish and then either a pudding or a cake. As of next month, I will do a
starter and main, as we prepare “comfort” food ready for the Winter months.
We did main course salads during the Summer months and have spent the
last three sessions cooking dishes with a twist or more unusual recipes. The
Weetabix cake below was one of these more unusual recipes and is quick
and easy to make and cuts into 10 slices for a little over £2.
The Group are provided with the recipes and the session ends with us eating
the dishes for lunch, amidst laughter and conversation.
WEETABIX CAKE
2 Wheetabix soaked in
Half a pint of milk
6ozs sugar
7ozs mixed fruit ( add some cherries) - it
makes a nice mix)
8ozs self raising flour

Soak the Wheetabix in the milk until soggy
Then add the other three ingredients and
mix well.
Pour into a lined 2lb loaf tin
Bake 180c / 160 Fan / Gas Mark 5 for
1 – 1.5 hours until skewer comes out clean,
Leave to cool.
Then slice and spread with butter.
Nice with a cuppa. Enjoy.
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The weather forecast, for August 25th, was torrential rain – which is exactly what
happened. Unfortunately, that was also the day of our visit to the Queen Elizabeth Olympic
Park (home to the 2012 Olympic Games). Fortunately, though, the rains didn’t start until a few
minutes before we, intrepid 9, reached the final stop of our tour.
On reaching the Olympic Park, our first stop was the Aquatics Centre where we
peered through the windows at the Olympic-sized swimming pool, diving and play areas. The
walls of the building, designed by the Iraqi-British architect Dame Zaha Hadid, are made of a
special kind of ‘low-carbon’ concrete which contains a high proportion of recycled materials –
fragments of the past.
From almost everywhere, we could see the Arcelor Mittal Orbit which, at 376 feet, is
the tallest sculpture in Britain. We had hoped to take the lift up to the top to see the view (20
miles on a good day) but the weather was against us so we moved on. By the time of our next
visit the usual way down (455 steps) will have been supplemented by a helter-skelter-type slide
– giving the braver amongst us another way to descend!
There are many areas of plantings around the park. The first ones we walked through
represented four climatic zones from around the world – Europe, North America, Southern
Hemisphere and Asia. Each area contained plants specific to its climate - before any hybridisation
occurred. After these we walked along the ‘Pleasure Gardens’ – an area which, in addition to
lots of plants, has a tree-lined boulevard, modern play-parks and a mini amphitheatre for
outdoor performances. Next, we made our way to the hidden gem that is the Great British
garden – laid out as 3 themed gardens - gold, silver and bronze. Then through ‘Mandeville Place’
– named after the birthplace of the Para-lympic Movement, Stoke Mandeville Hospital. This is
an orchard sporting a variety of fruit trees, the newest being the apple ‘Paradice Gold’. ‘Paradice’,
a name submitted by schoolchildren, combines the word Paralympic with the first letters of the
Paralympic Values: Determination, Inspiration, Courage and Equality. The ‘Gold’ was added to
reflect the success of the Paralympians at the Games.
With the sky starting to look precarious, we entered the northern region of the Park –
an area much wilder than the southern one that we were leaving.
The River Lea runs directly through the Park, forking into the waterways that once
served the Victorian industries of Stratford and Hackney. Crossing it, by bridge, we could see
acres of wetlands and riverside meadows that are home to hundreds of different birds, waterfowl
and amphibians. A large wetland bowl, carved out of the river’s path, not only provides beautiful,
sloping lawns and meadows but also acts as a natural flood defence.
Around the river, and its ponds, feature 300,000 wetland plants grown in Norfolk and
Wales, including thirty different species of native rushes, reeds, grasses, sedges, wet wild flower
and irises - some of which came from the Lower Lea Valley as source stock.
At this point the rains came and we made our way, quickly, to our final stop - the
Velodrome (also known as the ‘Pringle’, because of its shape). There we took off our (slightly)
damp coats and relaxed with warm drinks and food whilst being able to watch cyclists working
their way around the track.
To say that we got wet on our way back to Stratford station (by way of the Westfield
shopping centre) would be an under-statement - we got DRENCHED! Some came straight
home whilst others stayed behind for some retail therapy. Let’s hope our next visit will be a dry
one.
Diana O’Reardon
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The ART GROUP started up last July 2015 and has been meeting once a fortnight on
a Thursday morning for two hours at the Bowls Club. So far, there is a maximum of 10
members, although not all the members have been attending regularly.
As each meeting is only for two hours, this does not give members much time to do any
creative work, unless they work at home and bring their artwork in with them to the
meeting when I can give them suggested corrections and points to improve.
If a meeting is missed, it means a month between meetings and it is not possible to learn
much.
We do have some very enthusiastic members of the group in Pamela Lewis, Harold Levy,
Anna Ray and Rochelle Shapiro and below is a short report from Anna and a picture of this
very keen group. Also a pencil portrait which I drew, to show members what to aim for.
Sultan Siddiqui.
Art. Sketching amd Watercolour
Since joining Sultan’s art, sketching and watercolour group, I have already learnt some
aspects of painting and drawing, in particular shading. I am now making progress with
watercolour painting with the very patient Sultan, who at the same time is very encouraging.
To inspire us all in the group, Sultan brings his own drawings and paintings. Everyone in
the group is friendly and encouraging and we learn from each other. I find myself looking
forward to the next fortnightly art lesson and very hopeful of making progress towards my
dream of a masterpiece!
Anna Ray

Anna, Pamela, Sultan, Harold, Rochelle
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The computer group re-started at the end of September at Claremont School, at the
usual time (on Mondays at 6-8pm).
We started the new term by revising ways of using the Internet, which included
exploring the variety of available search engines, i.e. Google, Firefox etc… We had plenty of
“hands on” practice to discover what they had to offer, learning how to use “Favourites”, and
“Bookmark” websites.
We intend to re-visit Microsoft Word, learning how to insert tables into documents,
as well as “headers & footers”. In future weeks we propose to move onto learning about
Excel, Power point, Social Media...
The group would welcome new members, and for more information please contact
Joan.Ku3aitcourse@outlook.com
Joan Shlackman
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Snoopy was a plagiarist. “It was a dark and stormy night…”, the opening lines of this
dog’s novel, first appeared over a hundred years before the Peanuts cartoons. Edward
Bulwer Lytton penned the words in the sixth of
his twenty-one novels. He also gave us “The pen
is mightier than the sword”, “the great unwashed”
and “the almighty dollar”. Despite Bulwer Lytton’s
publishing successes, his name is used for a
competition in which people compete to supply
over-the-top opening lines. See www.bulwerlytton.com
While the winning entries on the website make me
smile, I wonder how many of those taking part in
the competition have completed a short story or a
novel. It is easier to parody than to create something fresh. The Writing Group exists
for those who want to try their hand at creative fiction.
I am writing this after our fourth meeting and halfway through our first term. Ten
people have attended the group and we have never had less than six. We would like a
few more people to join us so that we are more likely to have at least nine attending
each meeting.
Today I left the group for ten minutes so that people could discuss their experience and
my input more freely. The feedback was that they have enjoyed the meetings because
they are structured and I come prepared. Participants also like the way everyone
contributes and the impetus for writing that comes from gathering together.
Each meeting so far has looked at a particular aspect of fiction; sense of place, character,
points of view, time frames and, at our next meeting, dialogue. I have provided
handouts on most of these topics so any new people need not feel at a disadvantage.
There are writing exercises when we meet and between our fortnightly meetings.
However, if someone prefers, she or he can work on writing already started. We have
discussed several classic short stories and also one by a less distinguished author to help
us understand aspects of the craft.
Spelling is not an issue as people read out their work. And grammar is not that
important as first drafts are more concerned with expression and ideas. None of the
participants has any great experience of writing fiction and most described themselves
as embarking on something new by coming to the group. Our focus is on short stories
for adults.
Here is the whole of Bulwer Lytton’s famous opening sentence. Opinions on it vary
greatly. How do you rate it?
It was a dark and stormy night; the rain fell in torrents — except at occasional intervals,
when it was checked by a violent gust of wind which swept up the streets (for it is in
London that our scene lies), rattling along the housetops, and fiercely agitating the scanty
flame of the lamps that struggled against the darkness.
Paul Burns
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Walks during Summer /Autumn 2015
The Rambling Group enjoyed the following walks during the months of June
through to October this year:
June 21st Harefield to Moor Park.
This is section 13 of the London Loop through Parks and woods.
August 16th - Greenford to South Kenton.
This is section 9 of the Capital Ring covering Paradise Fields Wetlands, the Grand
Union Canal tow path, Horsenden Hill and Harrow
on the Hill.
September 27th - Merry Hill Circular Walk
This is a woodland walk very close to Bushey High
Street.
October 18th - Colne Valley Park Circular Walk
Starting from Chorleywood station this is a walk
over meadows and woodlands.
Future Planned Walks
November 15 - Croxley Green Nature Reserve:
2 hour moderate walk
December 20 - South Oxhey Circular walk:
2 hour moderate walk
Merry Hill Circular Walk
Kevin O’Doherty

D$. C%&is'•() Coa*e+
Kenton & District U3A are very proud to announce that our member
Christine Coates, Manager of the TUC Collections library until her
retirement in 2014, received an Honorary Doctorate in Philosophy
from London Metropolitan University to recognise her 18 years of
service to the Trade Unions Collections and the University.
Christine’s message to students emphasised how achieving a degree
was just the start. “As I have found, learning continues throughout
– continue to research and question; never forget the importance of
making those in power accountable for their actions. But also enjoy
life.”
A very special message for U3A members, as we continue to enjoy
a plethora of wonderful activities and subjects in the University
of the Third Age and learn that it is never too late to take
Christine and doctorate
up a new interest or hobby or even achieve a Degree!
Photo: courtesy of
Congratulations to Christine!
James Goddard
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Inroduction to English Literature by David Harris
David Harris, former English teacher and deputy head of JFS, will
lead this group. The inaugural meeting is at the Century Bowling
Club at 10am on Tuesday 15th Dec. Then 12th and 26th Jan, etc.
(see Diary).
David writes: This will be a tour through the greatest hits of
England’s literary heritage, starting in the Middle Ages with
Chaucer’s masterpiece The Canterbury Tales. We’ll discuss why
David Harris
this work is considered to be ‘great’; we’ll have a look at the
characters who were travelling, with Chaucer, to Canterbury and we’ll read two or
three of the most famous tales. Chaucer wrote in a dialect of English called ‘Middle
English’ and that’s the language we’ll be reading him in. But don’t worry-it’s not that
difficult.
Literature is a text based discipline and we’ll be reading and discussing those texts,
together and, I hope, independently. If you studied A-Level English, this will sound
familiar and, although we’ll be reading some of the examining boards’ favourite texts,
the outcome is enjoyment and enthusiasm. After all, it would be awful to end up like
the character in Joseph Heller’s Catch 22 who: “... knew everything about literature except how to enjoy it.” I look forward to meeting you at our first session, clutching your
copy of the General Prologue to The Canterbury Tales.
History - “The Origins of the British Parliamentary System” by Ruth Herman
Dr Ruth Herman has a PhD in political propaganda and is a
former Principal Lecturer at the University of Hertfordshire. The
first meeting is at the Century Bowling Club at 10am on 28th
January, then every fourth Thursday of the month (except 24th
March – see Diary).
Ruth says: The UK has been tied to a two party confrontational
parliamentary system for at least three centuries. But where did it
start? We no longer have the Whigs, but we still have Tories. We
will explore the origins and look at the religious, economic and
Ruth Herman
other differences which distinguished these political ideologies.
In this hothouse of power struggles, the voting system led to fractious and factious disputes. We will see how the monarch’s power was eroded. And while
women could not vote, they played an important part on the political scene as patrons
and also in the rapidly expanding world of publishing.
Over the months, a variety of topics will be individually researched and presented by
group members. Full support and advice will be given and, where appropriate, materials.
For more information contact: Ruth at: ruthherman145@gmail.com or 07798 853328
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PETER RUMMER, our Group Activities Co-ordinator has been
working very hard to keep us up to date with the activities of all our
groups and as reported elsewhere in this Issue, has organised two new
groups, HISTORY and ENGLISH LITERATURE.
He is also working on the new Diary of Meetings up to next Summer,
2016 which will be sent out separately from the Newsletter Issue
The ART, CREATIVE WRITING and BOARD & GAMES groups
all commenced during the Summer and are running very successfully.
BOARD & GAMES GROUP:
An appeal has gone out for anyone interested in CHESS to join this
fun, friendly group and also for Chess sets. Also, anyone interested in Peter Rummer
improving their card game skills, especially until we manage to ﬁnd someone suitable to teach
Bridge, playing all kinds of card games will make it easier to learn Bridge in the future.
Facilitator: Adele Setton 020 8205 4572 or Adele@setton.co.uk
INTERMEDIATE BRIDGE:
Norma Levy has again made an appeal for members to join this Intermediate Bridge Group.
Since the summer the numbers have dwindled and regrettably the group folded. However,
Norma is very keen to revive the group, so please be in touch if you are able to play.
Facilitator: Norma Levy 020 8904 3906 or handnlevy@gmail.com
FILM CLUB:
The Film Club run by Ruth Levere 020 8909 1557 is meeting regularly at either Ruth’s home or
that of Brian Hunte on Mondays or Thursdays.
All ﬁlms start at 2.00 p.m. For full details of dates, venues and ﬁlm titles,
please call Ruth or email her on: ruth@levere.net or Brian on: brianhunte@talktalk.net
GERMAN CONVERSATION (Preston Stammtisch):
This group, led by M K, meets at The Preston Pub, Preston Road for lunch and a drink,
conversing in German. They meet on the 3rd Thursday of the month. For further details contact
Mathilde on her website: www.bidesign.biz/INDEX3.HTM
FRENCH CONVERSATION
Bonjour! This group is meeting regularly and much enjoyed. If you are interested in improving
your French do come and join in.
Facilitator: Judith Littman 020 8904 6116 littmanfamilly@btinternet.com
BOOK CLUB;
Sadly this group has stopped, due to lack of numbers. Please let Karol Bernstein know if
you would be interested in starting it up again. 020 8907 6547
GENEALOGY GROUP
Although this group is no longer meeting, Linda Green, the facilitator has kindly advised
an update that the 1939 Register, which contains the names, addresses and occupations of
everyone in England & Wales at the time, and was used as the basis for rationing, identity
cards and in post-war Britain, the NHS, was made available online for the ﬁrst time, on
2nd November, in association with the National Archives, by Findmypast.co.uk. The 1931
Census was destroyed and the 1941 Census was never taken, making this 1939 Register the
only surviving record for the 30 years between 1921 and 1951.
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Please note that the FAMILY ORAL HISTORY group has changed its name to
SHARING FAMILY MEMORIES, which better reﬂects that focus of the group.
FOR YOUR INFORMATION
LEGAL HELPLINE UPDATE
The U3A Trust is delighted to be able to tell you that they have a new Legal Helpline
provider, which commenced on the 1st October, 2015
The details are as follows:
Arc Legal Assistance in partnership with Irwin Mitchell Solicitors
Telephone No: 0344 770 1040
Quote: U3A Legal Helpline
BLUE BADGE HOLDERS
Diana O’Reardon, our outings organiser, is very keen, as we all are, that the outings
we arrange, should be user-friendly to our less mobile members.
The idea would be to organise visits to venues that would provide disabled parking
and possibly mobility scooters or some other form of mobility transport.
Therefore, if you are a BLUE BADGE HOLDER please contact Diana, to enable
her to draw up a list of such holders and work out the feasibility of organising this.
Thank you.
Diana’s contact details are: tel: 020 3645 7348 email: doru3a@outlook.com

SMILE
Smiling is infectious
You catch it like the ‘ﬂu
When someone smiled at me today
I started smiling too!
I passed around the corner
And someone saw my grin
When he smiled, I realised
I‛d passed it on to him!
I thought about that smile
Then realised its worth
A single smile just like mine
Can travel round the Earth!
So if you feel a smile begin
Don‛t leave it undetected
Let‛s start an epidemic quick
And get the world infected!
- Karen McLendon-Loumenn
Submitted by Pat Kiel
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